
	  

Upcoming	  Events	  
Sunday	  28	  May	  and	  Sunday	  4th	  of	  June	  –	  Team	  Photos	  @Burwood	  Reserve	  
Sunday	  4	  June	  -‐	  Club	  Night	  @	  Burwood	  Reserve	  –	  Player	  of	  the	  Month	  Awards	  
Saturday	  Night	  22nd	  July	  –	  Ashy’s	  Got	  Talent	  @	  Burwood	  Reserve	  

Milestone	  Games	  

Congratulations	  Lachie	  on	  100	  Games	  at	  Ashy	  –	  what	  an	  achievement,	  we	  hope	  you	  
enjoyed	  the	  moment!	  
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News	  Flash	  

The	  Tigers	  are	  coming	  on	  Tuesday	  30	  May	  from	  5:45pm	  to	  7:30pm.	  They	  will	  walk	  
around	  to	  meet	  teams	  that	  are	  training	  (they	  may	  even	  join	  in	  if	  your	  coach	  has	  a	  drill	  in	  
motion)	  and	  there	  will	  be	  an	  opportunity	  to	  come	  and	  listen	  to	  a	  Q&A	  session	  before	  
photos	  and	  signatures.	  To	  make	  it	  fair	  for	  everyone,	  please	  keep	  to	  this	  format	  so	  the	  
evening	  will	  run	  smoothly	  #GoTiges	  
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Club	  Events	  

Sunday	  28	  May	  	  
Team	  Photos	  
	  
Tuesday	  30	  May	  
Richmond	  Players	  Visit	  
	  
Sunday	  4	  June	  	  
Team	  Photos	  	  
	  
Sunday	  4	  June	  from	  5:30pm	  
Club	  Night	  and	  Player	  of	  the	  Month	  	  
	  
Friday	  16	  June	  from	  5:30pm	  	  
Club	  Night	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

	  
Club	  Nights	  are	  fun	  for	  the	  whole	  family	  
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
Round Robin week at Bulleen on Sunday with the boys 
playing 4 x 12 minute games in beautiful Autumn conditions 
across a 2.5 hour period. Less chaotic then expected thanks 
to the many helpers on hand. Specific thanks to our astute 
TM Dave for his organisation! Onto the games and the boys 
acquitted themselves well with 4 wins from 4 (not that we’re 
scoring…..) led by our Rising Star Charlie D in the Captains 
role this week. The opening game saw big Tom N assert his 
influence with his ability to take the game on, attacking and 
moving the ball on quickly. Exactly what the coaches wanted 
to see. No surprise that he was the coaches unanimous 
choice for Top Team Player of the day being awarded the 
sponsors prize of a Scuba Pack courtesy of our great team 
sponsor Scuba Culture. Special mentions to Jobe D who 
played some of his best footy for the Blacks, Lachie L who 
courageously took the field again after suffering an injury, 
Billy W kicking a great roving goal, Oscar K for his poise with 
the ball in hand always making the right choice and the run 

provided by our mosquito fleet of Sam S, James A and Jack 
N. A great team effort. Well done fellas! 
Q3: Best players 
Tom N, Jobe D, Lachie L, Billy W, Oscar K 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Angus M, Oscar K, Tom D, Billy W, Jobe D, Sam S 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Angus M - another great goal from our own Eddie Betts! 
Q6: Play of the day 
Great team play that started in the backline with a continuous 
chain of play, kick-mark-kick-mark, resulting in a goal 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Brad M 
Q8: Top team player 
Tom N 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 

	  

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
We had the annual round robin and the boys were all very 
excited. We competed well in all games. 
Q3: Best players 
Some highlights included Will W big mark and goal. Ollie 
kicking a long goal from a mark. Sam Carr finding lots of the 
football 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Will W Ollie Sam Carr 
Q5: Goal of the day 

Will W 
Q6: Play of the day 
Ollie’s mark and long goal 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Will W 
Q8: Top team player 
Walter 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
The SE Products U8 Reds headed out to Bulleen Park for 
our first Round Robin of the season. The boys handled the 
logistical complexity with aplomb taking on Glen Iris, 
Brunswick, Bulleen Temp and Banyule. We started strongly 
and saw some excellent sharing of the ball resulting in 
multiple goals. As the day progressed we 'Hunted the Ball' 
with increasing fervour. Our tackling was outstanding. 'Lenny' 
McLiskey laid 7 tackles of his own in the final game alone! 
The highlight of our day though was winning the ball in the 
contest and handballing to players out in a better position. 
This set up a lot of our goals. The boys loved the round robin 
format training for two hours and playing for one!! 
Q3: Best players 
Leaping Leo was good. Liam Burgher had a great day out. 
As did his Tiger mate Cooper Peschke. The Pietsch twins 
were lively as usual with Juddy taking 'candy sale of the day' 
honours. Oli D and Ned were applauded for use of their 
opposite foot when under tackle pressure. Great stuff guys. 
Brady keeps attacking the footy and using his fine kicking 
skills. Sam G drove the ball forward on many occasions and 
marked well. The experience of second year players Zac and 
Lenny held us in good stead all day. Symesy took a couple 
of cracking marks and rucked brilliantly for us. Billy Brasch 

following on from his BOG medal the week before was 
always dangerous around the packs. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Coops kicked 4 he tells me. Gilly kicked a couple. Brady. 
Liam. Juddy P. Lachie P. Leaping Leo. Maybe I missed one 
or two! 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Slammin' Sammy Gillard's banana from 20m out on the 
boundary line was not a bad snap 
Q6: Play of the day 
Too many shades of brilliance to decide. We missed Oli T 
though.......hope the arm gets better soon mate! 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Liam Burgher imposed himself on the contest in a Wayne 
Carey-like moment of strength at CHF. No wonder they can't 
bring him down in Red Rover.... 
Q8: Top team player 
Coach Pietschy asked all day for the boys to 'get over and 
help out at the contest'. The 'Big Z', Leo Zvirbulis, took the 
chicken & chips voucher.......Barb'll need the help with 3 sons 
and the Vice-President in Bangalore! 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach

•  

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
Our Round Robin day was on Sunday and the boys took 
another great step forward in the way they played together 
as a team. Across the four games; Ashton was his usual 
silky smooth self, Ben took some great overhead marks, E.J. 
attacked the ball hard and showed off his improved kicking 
skills, Khris showed his ability to break away from packs, 
Luke D took his runs up the wing and delivered long kicks to 
his teammates, Luke S wouldn't let any ball or opposition 
player get past him, Matt was tough in the packs regularly 
clearing the ball for our team, Matt was impossible to catch 
dodging and weaving around the opposition players, Noah 
once again controlled the backline stopping the oppositions 
team's attacks with clean marks and great rebound kicks, 

Will was ferocious in his attack on the ball and made sure he 
got to it first before his opponent every time, Lucas S led his 
teammates superbly always communicating clearly and 
pressuring any opponent who got the ball before him and 
Lucas A also showed a great attack on the opposition player 
laying plenty of great tackles. Finally our injured Joshy 
provided support for his teammates helping out in the warm-
ups. Everyone contributed to a great day and some superb 
team footy. 
Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
In perfect conditions, Ashy Black took on Glen Iris. We lead 
from the front with a quick goal from Muzza from the 
boundary and some inspirational plays from Josh Wilson, 
Sam Barclay, Sam Hoy and Lachie Daniell. In a hard fought 
contest Glen Iris made it difficult to tackle them, but through 
good perseverance we were able to match them. 
Q3: Best players 
Sam Hoy Polo Player of the Day, Lachie Daniell (BOG), Josh 
Wilson (Mark of the Day), Sam Barclay (Hardest Worker), 
Josh Murray (Kick of the Day), Finn Shaw (Tackle of the 
Day) and the birthday boy William McKenna. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Josh Murray. 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Muzza's snap kick from the boundary in the first quarter of 
the match inspired his team mates. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Josh Wilson with his Mark of the Day followed by a 'don't 
argue' fend off to pull away from his opponent and kick to his 
team mate. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Mars Mark of the Day went to Josh Wilson. 
Q8: Top team player 
Lachie Daniell (BOG) 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)James Naismith (#24)

Q2: Match Review Summary 
We had a great game on Sunday against the Kew Comets 2. 
Sam was our illustrious leader this week and didn’t that give 
him some extra spring in his step. Not only did he win the 
toss he had a series of smothers through the game that were 
better than Heath Shaw’s against Nick Riewold in the 2010 
grand final. Great Stuff Sam!! The Kew boys skipped out to a 
3 goal lead at quarter time, which could have been much 
larger if it wasn’t for our backline that were applying great 
pressure on the opposition and the ball. Patrick, Jonothon, 
Will, Luke and AK you all deserve recognition for your great 
efforts here. It wasn’t until we got into the Quarter time 
huddle where we were able to focus in on why our forward 
line was not as functional as it has been over previous 
weeks. It turns out an early morning dog had left a deposit on 
the far forward flank, that’s worse than having the opposition 
runner filling space on the ground or the Bombers tying the 
flags to the flag poles…… This was quickly resolved and the 
boys were told not to lift any of the zone cones as they may 
find an unwanted surprise. During the second quarter we 
really shifted into gear and made great use of a ground 
larger than the ones we have been playing on. Our speed 
machine Jonathon was mopping up everything that came his 
way and then leaving everyone in his dust as he drove the 
ball forward time after time. He continued this throughout the 
day and came extremely close to holding Mark of the year 
and for those reason’s he was the “Cherry Ripe” Man of the 
match. The 3rd quarter had some highs and low’s – the low 
being poor Spencer who copped one below the belt and 

needed time of the ground to recuperate. The high for him 
though was that he received the award for the “Not so 
marvelous” moment. During the umpires briefing through the 
week, they must have been focusing on rewarding strong 
tackles as this week Cooper got free kicks for nearly all of his 
big tackles, which hadn’t been seen over previous 
weeks….let’s hope it stays that way….. During the final 
quarter Kew proved a little too strong…….. 
Q3: Best players 
Matt presented the contentious chocolate awards this week 
and the winners were: Boost Best Efforts – Sam and Patrick, 
smothering was great guys........ Crunchie Kick of the day – 
Justin with an awesome pass in the 3rd quarter........ Fred 
Fanning Flake goal of the day – Aidan in Qtr 1 and AK in Qtr 
2........... Turkish delight tackles – Cooper........... Moro Mark 
of the day – Max M for his classic in the first Qtr Fifty cent 
candy dodge award – Jack.......... For those wondering why it 
was a contentious week for the chocolate awards you may 
have noticed that a flake was used instead of a Freddo and a 
Moro instead of a Mars…..well Cadbury found out that we 
have been mixing and matching other brands in our awards 
and have now jumped on board as a sponsor…….thanks 
Cadbury…. 
Q5: Goal of the day Aidan and AK 
Q7: Mark of the Day Max M 
Q8: Top team playerJonathan 
Q9: Completed by Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
The boys should be proud of how they played today, their 
week on week improvement definitely showed today playing 
the Hawthorn Citizens again. We were extremely competitive 
today and the boys fought hard right to the final siren. 
Leading, quick hands and the movement of the ball was the 
name of the game today and the boys delivered. Some great 
grabs and marks for the day, a couple of cracking overhead 
grabs from Mason, Torben, Oscar, James Hough and a 
brilliant chest mark in front of goals by Lachie D. Quick 
hands from Jordan R, Jordan T and Ruari. Both Jordan D 
and Ben P busy all day, I asked the boys to stick on their 
players today and it really showed, well done boys. Some 
great pressure and tackles from the entire team. There were 
a number of plays of the day, Charbel being involved in a 
couple and there was a brilliant play out of the centre with 

Oscar tapping it back to Harvey and Harvey booming it down 
to the forward line. Well done boys what a great game. 
Q3: Best players 
Jordan D, Ben, Oscar, Harvey, Torben, Charbel 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Torben 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Torben under pressure 
Q6: Play of the day 
Charbel kick to Luca kick to Torben, 3 clean kicks in a row. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Torben overhead grab under pressure 
Q8: Top team player 
All played well as a team today 
Q9: Completed byCoach

	  

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy White took on Kew Colts this week and it was a great 
game all round. Our team once again showed that they can 
follow team rules while really enjoying chasing the ball and 
having a kick. 
Q3: Best players 
Lachie C, George, Patty, Dec C, Dec X, Aiden, 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Lots 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Aiden - After a great mark took his time and put through a 
goal from a fair distance out. 

Q6: Play of the day 
Lil tapped the ball into the path of Archie who scored. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Lachie C & Oliver 
Q8: Top team player 
Lachie C 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
Today's match against North Brunswick was all about 
adapting, while sticking to our game plan. The away ground, 
the away team and their style of play was new to our team, 
so Ashy had to adapt but stick to what works best - and that 
is get the ball and keep possession. Although the opposition 
did their best to rattle our players, Ashy stood firm and 
played a dominant brand of footy. All players contributed 
very well and worked very hard to produce a very healthy 
score line. Plenty of highlights today, which included lots of 
hard ball gets, lots of run and carry, and numerous kicks to a 
moving target. Well done to Jellis Craig U10 Blacks. Ashy 15 
10 100 def North Brunswick 0 1 1 
Q3: Best players 
Snowy, Kurt, James O, Oli, Theodore, Lachie G., Ryan, 
Harry R. 

Q4: Goal Kickers 
Kurt 3, Ben M 2, James O 2, Ben A 2, Julian 1, Riley L 1, 
Theodore 1, Snowy 1, Harry R 1, Charlie 1. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Ben Anderson read the play well, had the composure to 
crumb the ball and find space to kick a couple of great goals. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Pollo Chicken awarded to Ryan for his numerous saves 
across the half back. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Charlie took a great grab just before the siren. 
Q8: Top team player 
Opposition medal awarded to Oli. Physioworks water bottle 
awarded to Snowy. 
Q9: Completed byCoach 

	  

	  
Ashy 18 def Glen Iris 8 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
IN THE ARENA Round 5 Ashburton V Glen Iris Gladiators 
Location: T H King Oval, Glen Iris This week the Ashburton 
Meats Greens took on their traditional inner eastern leafy 
suburb rivals, the Glen Iris Gladiators at the T H King Oval 
and Environmental Education and Design Centre. The 
Gladiator’s home ground was an impressive set up; a 
magnificently large oval, fancy ‘so hot right now’ electronic 
scoreboard, the real deal football siren and amongst the 
flurry of the ground set up, a dedicated BBQ was swung into 
action to provide pre-game egg & crispy bacon sandwiches. 
The customised ‘3146’ club aprons only further marked Glen 
Iris as serious contenders for the Canteen of the Year award. 
Nick ‘Captain Clipboard’ Adams had the warm up underway 
in no time and team roles promptly allocated. In another 
strategic move, Macca took up the goal umpiring position yet 
again before Ashy’s water carrier Jim ‘Boom Boom’ 
Bouyoukas and runner, Richard Jones fully appreciated the 
scale of the massive playing field. Coach Justin Reid stood in 
as head coach while Peter 'Mumbles’ Martin was away for an 
interstate regional ute muster and having studied the Kew 
Comet’s in last week’s game, Coach Reid was adorned in a 
rather spiffy black puffer vest. It was clear he meant 
business. Captained by the Bazooka brothers, Alex & 
Christian, Ashy were off to a flying start. Within the first 

minute Christian Bouyoukas, took on a big run and kicked 
straight at goal, falling just short. Skillfully keeping the ball in 
play, Jack ‘The Postman’ Urquhart, delivered the game’s first 
goal and the solitary score for the Quarter. The Ashy Greens 
showed good speed and pace over the expansive ground, 
with Alex Bouyoukas strong in the midfield, Donantony ‘The 
Italian Job’ Boulter displaying a nice touch of class clearing 
the ball out of defence and into space and Teddy ‘Eddie 
Betts’ Hall a tackling machine again for Ashy. Q1: Ashy 1. 0. 
(6) to Glen Iris 0.0. (0) Coach Reid went through rehearsed 
routines, drill numbers, strategies, positions and declared, 
‘Do we all know what we’re doing?’ and then importantly 
confirmed the boys knew which way they were kicking in the 
next Quarter. A great arm wrestle of a game developed, with 
Jayden ‘Rowdy’ Reid making the big tackles and Louis ‘Lofty’ 
Jones in a solid smother. Ashy maintained pressure football 
with a big sequence flowing across the length of the oval, 
that saw a George ‘The Professor’ Adams handball to Gus 
‘Danger’ Grainger, on to Anthony ‘The Packet’ Costa, 
tapping on to Jonny ’B-Double’ Branagan who kicked on to 
‘Rowdy’ Reid. The spectators were as puffed out as the boys 
just watching. By this point, the Ashy water carrier, Jim 
‘Boom Boom’ Bouyoukas, was making phone calls to see if 
he could hire a golf cart for the second half of the game. Q2: 
Ashy 1. 0. (6) to Glen Iris 0.0. (0) The Third Quarter got 
under way with a solid mark by Alex B, kicking into Ashy’s 
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forward half, where Jayden ‘Rowdy’ Reid took a dashing 
snap at goal, but to no avail. Keeping the ball trapped in 
Ashy’s forward half, Pat ‘The Masterpiece’ Harmon and 
Anthony ‘The Packet’ Costa maintained the pressure, held 
up the ball, then a kick out to Alex B taking a mark at the top 
of the square where he kicked second goal of the game. 
Ashy went forward again with ‘The Masterpiece’ and then on 
to Jayden ‘Rowdy’ Reid running it in to the goal square. Gus 
‘Danger’ Grainger made a great tackle and took the free kick, 
passing it unselfishly back to the Masterpiece who then 
goaled, the third for Ashy. The Ashy defence was hard at 
work, Anthony Costa, Eddie ‘Goody’ Goodwin and Louis 
Playne holding their positions well in the back pocket, 
repelling the serious threats of Glen Iris rebounds. Ethan 
‘The Edge’ Georgiades had been great in the contests, 
keeping his eyes on the ball and helping to hold Glen Iris 
again scoreless despite some very strong efforts. Q3: Ashy 
3. 0. (18) to Glen Iris 0.0. (0) Heading into the sun in the last 
Quarter, the game continued as Glen Iris threw in everything 
they had. At the 9 minute mark, Glen Iris finally broke 
through for their first goal. Lucas Higgens was non-stop in 
facing the Glen Iris charge as they went forward again, 
luckily spraying only a point, then back again for a rushed 
behind. It was a great last quarter of footy, played hard but in 

good spirits and Ashy was able to prevail with a win. Ethan 
Georgiades received the Glen Iris team’s best player award 
and the boys got to belt out a rousing rendition of Ashy song 
on the oval. Well done Ashy Greens! Q4: Ashy 3. 0. (18) to 
Glen Iris 1.2. (8) 
Q3: Best players 
Christian & Alex Bouyoukas, Ethan Georgiades, Jayden 
Reid, Luca Del Poza, Lucas Higgens 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Jack Urquhart (1), Alex Bouyoukas (1), Pat Harmon (1) 
Q6: Play of the day 
The Bazooka brothers running half the length of the ground 
after the ball and trying to work out who would shepherd who 
… 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Showing that he is indeed an early riser, Louis ‘Lofty’ Jones 
took a great mark above the pack in the first Quarter. 
Q8: Top team player 
Lucas ‘Showboat’ Simionato did not stop all day, doing a lot 
of unsung work to keep the Greens in the game. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)Jason Boulter 

	  

	  

 
Warrandyte 79 def Ashy 8 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
The team stuck to the team rules all day and in the last 
quarter they broke through for a well deserved goal. The 
continued improvement by the team each week will continue 
and a match winning performance will not be fair away 
Q3: Best players 
Charlie Ryan - Medal & Chicken Dinner, Hugo Monkivitch - 
Phsioworks hard worker , Evan McVey - Ovaltine, Daniel 
Lukins - Hot chocolate , Ben Estlin, Tyson Fernee, Ben 
Jones, Henry Sewell, Michael Nasser, Taylor Carlisle 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Tom Davies 
 
 
 
 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Tom Davies long bomb from just inside 50 to get a major 
score on the board. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Tyson kick in from full back, to a leading Tom Verge for a 
mark, a clearing kick from Tom to Evan on the wing. Henry's 
clean tap down to Ben Jones for a centre clearance and 
forward entry 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Logan Buckland safe hands while under pressure form 
opposition 
Q8: Top team player 
Thanks to all the boys who volunteered to fill in for the 
opposition. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 
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St Marys 67 def Ashy 9 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Home game v St.Mary's. U10 White got off to a very good 
start attacking the ball and applying pressure to opposition 
players. The intensity continued for the 1st half and the boys 
created a lot of opportunities in the forward line. The 1st 
season players continued to progress with more game time 
and are very willing to the throw themselves into the contest. 
The 2nd half saw the visitors draw away and kick a few goals 
and get on top. 
Q3: Best players 
Bell, Sheddin, Ryan, Quinn, Stack, Dikeos 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Ryan 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Flynn Ryan. Flynn pounced on the ball in the goal square 
and managed to evade a tackle them cal my snapped over 
his shoulder for a lovely goal. 

Q6: Play of the day 
Fantastic ' link up ' play between Sam Quinn, Blake Stack 
and Benj Christie in the last Q where they moved the ball 
from back to forward with some neat kicking & marking. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Roshan Gunatilake. Ro took a strong contested mark in the 
forward line and played on & almost completed a beautiful 
passage of play with a kick that just missed. Well done Ro. 
Q8: Top team player 
Blake Bell. Blake battled hard in the backline for 2.5Q before 
moving onto the wing where he gathered many possessions 
and played with some authority. Fantastic work from a 1st 
season player. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach

•  

	  

Glen Iris 81 def Ashy 2 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
WOW the Ashburton boys came up against a red hot Glen 
Iris Gladiators team and they played like gladiators and 
applied great pressure and skill for the entire game. The first 
half wasn't our greatest but the second half was a 
significantly better with boys going for and taking marks, 
applying pressure around the fall of the ball and sheparding 
around the packs. We started to get some link up play and 
create some scoring opportunities but in the end Glen Iris 
were too strong. 
Q3: Best players 
Emerson Hodder, Mac Marshall, Joshua Drew, Charlie King, 
James Jonsen, Ben Alsop and Lucas Jong 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Nil 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Nil 

Q6: Play of the day 
Some great run and lining breaking from Emerson down 
back created many opportunities for the team 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Charlie King backing back took a solid over head mark. Noah 
in the last quarter took a strong mark leading up from the 
forward line 
Q8: Top team player 
Robbie Graham, Tom Bellier, Jacob Johnston and Henry 
Docherty who all spent time on the wing and played the 
position well and created link up play. Tom Trnacek took 3 
marks on the goal line in the last quarter and stopped certain 
goals. Finn Hopkins burst through the back in the last quarter 
on a couple of occasions and drove the ball long. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Parkside 46 def Ashy 6 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
The first game in green for the boys certainly wasnt as easy 
as some may have thought. The first half saw us pushing 
relentlessly against a strong opposition midfield and defense. 
Parkside played extremely effectively looking to get their first 
win of the season. During the second Jacko managed to 
score our first goal of the game. Mack and Matty 
continuously tried to use their speed and agility to break out 
onto the wings and get the footy forward but overall we were 
beaten by a very strong opposition that used the width and 
size of the ground extremely well. Parkside 7 4 46 Ashburton 
1 0 6 
Q3: Best players 
Matt, Mack, Jacko, Archie Rd, Riley E, Paddy 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Jacko 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Jacko scored the goal of the day on sunday following a 
terrific contested mark. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Play of the day goes to Archie Rd for a falulous passage of 
solo defensive play. As the footy came into full back Archie 
picked it up cleanly and went on to sprint out to the arch and 
roost the footy into the midfield. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Mark of the day goes to Jacko for his contested mark in our 
forward line which led to a goal. 
Q8: Top team player 
Paddy 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 

	  

	  

 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy Frencham 7.4.47 Hawthorn Citizens 5.3.33 A really 
good win by our boys. The game was played with a very 
strong wind to the bowling green end and defense against 
the wind required desperate defence, hard work and some 
fantastic marking efforts to keep us in the game.There was 
none better in these departments than "Mr Reliable" Xavier 
Burns. Our coaches kept the boys focussed on fun, hard 
work and sticking our tackles and we got our rewards kicking 
with the wind, fantastic team footy resulting in multiple goals 
and a great win. Big thanks to our two Assistant Coaches ( 
John and Mick ) who took over the coaching duties with 
Adem unavailable. Well done guys 
Q3: Best players 
X. Burns, X. Higgins, Mithen, Gorman, Green, Shinnick, 
Verge, 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Mithen,O'Connor, Sellers, Gorman, Verge, Shinnick, Swan 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Team Goal: We tackled, smothered and harassed the 
opposition from the first bounce which led to a couple of 
great team goals. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Xavier Higgins: had his best game so far this year and 
capped it off with a great tackle that led to a goal. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Chris Gorman: showed why he was the Rising Star recipient 
with a typically brave marking effort. 
Q8: Top team player 
Will Mithen: Will ran, tackled, smothered and continually got 
the ball going our way all day. At one stage he was in a 4-1 
contest and through sheer determination caused a ball up. 
Great work Will 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)Matt. H 
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St Marys 47 def Ashy 25 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Into the brown division we headed with serious excitement 
and some apprehension due to our team numbers. First up 
St Mary's who had taken care of 3 brown division games and 
quite comfortably. Would we rise to the challenge. I couldn't 
quite believe my eyes as we scored from the first tap, (see 
play of the day below), Hugh finishing off a sublime move. St 
Mary's got a fright but clearly weren't scared of us and with 
the wind punished us a few times in the first quarter. This 
was going to be harder than the first minute suggested. In 
the second, with the wind, we were mighty. Kicking long and 
true, backs holding their position, mids thumping into their 
opponents (legally) and we bagged a couple, Hugh again 
with a clean set shot and James with another trademark club 
from far. Going into half time we were only 5 points down 
due to a late St Mary's goal. By then we had lost Spencer to 
a head knock after some typically aggressive opposition 
play. This was no tea party. We went again in the third and 
held our nerve, our backs focusing on staying with their men 
and rotating our rovers to stay fresh. We didn't make many 
inroads but it would not be a walkover. In the fourth, we lost 
another but had settled with Luke driving some a great goal 
due to his second efforts and were beginning to use the wind 
to our advantage when we lost a second player, Rylan this 
time with a head knock. Footy quickly became very second 
order as Rylan lay on the turf, very still, we were all very 
anxious but confident that he was getting some terrific care. 
We requested that the game finish there and then we sought 
to calm our boys fears. Thankfully Rylan was checked out at 
the hospital with a mild concussion. A real perspective for us 

on playing bigger and stronger, graded teams. Ashy 25-47 St 
Marys 
Q3: Best players 
Will M, Will SR, Aidan, Hugh, Rylan, Danny, Luke, Alex, 
Cam, James 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Hugh 2, James, Luke 
Q5: Goal of the day 
All four goals were excellent, but James massive roost was 
hard to beat 
Q6: Play of the day 
Opening siren. tap from Will to Spencer, handball to Danny, 
kick onto Aidan, chest mark, play on to Hugh who chips into 
Luke who chips into Lucas. Lucas barges through a few and 
the ball finds its way to Hugh who slots it through. Not play of 
the day but play of the year. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Every week Angus plucks a better mark, no difference this 
week. 
Q8: Top team player 
Our hardest working player, sponsored by Physioworks, 
Danny. He laid tackle after tackle, bump after bump,(legally). 
You know our valiant number 53 is doing his job when the 
opposition players feel the need to raise their hands or 
feet.... 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
	  

	  
	  

	  

Markforce U12 Green 106 def Ashy U12 Black 1 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Against the mighty Ashy Greens, the Blacks were keen to 
put on a show at the premier 3pm time slot. With a 50% win-
loss record from the grading rounds, and the Greens looking 
for a win, the Black team was keen to take it to their friends 
and rivals. The first quarter however set the tone, with the 
Greens showing themselves to be too strong, moving the ball 
with pace and precision and having plenty of contributors. 
The Blacks tried hard throughout the match and evened up 
the contest in the second half with their endeavour & more 

concerted effort at positional play, but the Greens were the 
superior team on the day and deserved their convincing 
victory. Thanks to the Green team members who have filled 
in for us during the season, including on Sunday, and 
congratulations on the win. We are already looking forward 
to a return match. Green 16.10 - Black 0.1 
Q3: Best players 
Finn was outstanding throughout the game, playing with the 
endeavour & effort that won him the Physioworks drink 
bottle. Xavier Burns, filling in for us, played a terrific 
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defensive role, while also creating lots of run, while Will, 
Ronan, Angus, Corbin and Alex continued to demonstrate 
the commitment, skill and effort that has characterised their 
season so far. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Harry & Corbin both took rippers. Well done boys. 

Q8: Top team player 
Finn. Led by example and has continued to improve each 
week. 
Q9: Completed by Coach 

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
A sunny Autumn afternoon saw the first official derby 
between our boys and the Ashy blacks. The siren sounded 
the start of our domination in the middle all day through the 
work of Tom Voller and our midfield including Ollie H, Charlie 
N and Kieran Peck. We moved the ball quickly and to our 
team mates advantage. Will McQueen and Harry Stack 
lurked dangerously up forward bringing down some telling 
marks. Sean in typical fashion snapped an early goal. 
Resisting the temptation to blast away Ollie McKerral 
lowered his eyes and found a team mate up forward which 
resulted in a goal to Benj. Leigh took some difficult marks 
and slotted another major himself. Alistair Peck on wing 
found plenty of the ball and also scored a goal. Benj ended 
the quarter with his second. The boys were off to a flyer. The 
second quarter saw the momentum from the first continue. 
Zach Thurman slotted two long goals putting on a master 
class from the wing. Ollie E threaded one from an impossible 
angle on the boundary line and the followed it up minutes 
later with a second. Classy goals from both Ferg and Alistair 
finished the quarter. In the third quarter we slowed down a bit 
which brought our backs to the fore. Charlie M at centre half 
back lead the backline group who repeatedly sent the ball 
back into our forward fifty. Strangely he took a mark in the 
goalsquare and kicked a goal. Robbie Cliff then unleashed 
on the ball and kicked our last for the quarter. Charlie 
Nancarrow hunted the ball up and down the ground all 
quarter. In the final quarter the boys were urged to finish on a 

high note. Much to boys credit they continued to exert 
pressure all over the ground and particularly up forward. Flyn 
found space and ran and kicked a major. Sean who had 
been providing great support to other goals kickers all day 
again found the big sticks and Benj resolute at full forward 
kicked his third for the game. The game was played in great 
spirit with the boys from both teams singing the club song 
together after the final siren. In the end the whole club was 
the winner on the day. Thanks to those boys that filled in for 
the Blacks without hesitation. True Ashy Redbacks spirit! 
Q3: Best players 
Zack Thurman, Kiera Peck, Alistair Peck, Will McQueen, 
Benj Mitchell, Leigh Bouyoukas, Robbie Cliff 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Benj 3 Ollie E 2 Zack 2 Alistair P 2 Leigh 1 Ferg 1 Charlie M 
1 Robbie 1 Flynn 1 Sean E 2 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Almost impossible (there were 16) but I’m going with Ollie E 
on the boundary on a very tight angle with a swirling wind. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Zack Thurman for his long bomb goal from “50”. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Leigh for a couple of very safe chest marks in the forward 50. 
Q8: Top team player Joint Award to the Peck’s for 
sharing the ball around to others all game. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 
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Kew Comets 61 def Ashy 35 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Our boys faced last years Premiers the Kew Comets for the 
2nd time in a fortnight with Kew unfortunately able to turn the 
table on our previous result. Both teams are very evenly 
matched with a similar style of play based on fast ball 
movement. Kew came out hard early and really had our boys 
on the back foot going in to half time with a comfortable 5 
goal lead. To our lads credit, they fought back hard in the 
third quarter getting the margin back to 12 points by the final 
change. After we hit the post early in the last quarter, Kew 
steadied again and kicked away to record a 4 goal victory. 
Q3: Best players 
Kotis, Burns, Lasscock, MacNeil, White, Mazza 
 

Q4: Goal Kickers 
Burns, Kotis, MacNeil, Tuszynski, Lasscock 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Lachie MacNeil with a great goal 
Q6: Play of the day 
Luca Kotis with a 150m run, bounce, give and receive. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Alex Karpathakis with a fantastic, strong effort 
Q8: Top team player 
Roman Velona showing great desperation and effort in 
defence 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy 3.1 (19) lost to Hawthorn Citz 13.15 (93) Donald Trump 
announced a Wall. The Germans pulled theirs down. The UK 
had its Brexit. But this week, the Ashy under 13s put 
themselves squarely on the world stage by declaring their 
very own Redbacks-It. After a week-long summit and a string 
of late night meetings, plumes of white smoke were finally 
spotted drifting from the chimney of the Ashy clubrooms to 
declare an historic result, like some scene from a Vatican 
papal vote. A grand collection of coaches, committee, 
wizened councillors, tribal elders, directors and 
demographers had finally made their call on whether to split; 
merge; promote; relegate; shutdown; or reopen the two 
secondary under 13s teams. With numbers dwindling, 
scoreboard floggings accumulating and percentages 
plummeting, tough decisions needed to be made. And to 
their credit, the hard-working decision makers faced up to the 
challenge of a veritable 'Sophie's Choice' with all the wisdom 
of the great King Solomon and made the call - Ashy Blacks 
would leave Green; Ashy Green would leave Blue; Ashy Red 
would stay Gold; Ashy Black would leave behind their Gold 
result against the Brown and Golds from their time in Green; 
and Black and Green would combine as one new team to 
become Ashy Green in Green; making Gold quite Green with 
envy no doubt. Easy. And in one of the greatest ironies of 
this incredible story, the newly consolidated Ashy Green 
turned up to play traditional rivals Hawthorn Citz at Ferndale 

and were promptly asked to provide a spare player to the 
visitors. In cool conditions, old footballing team-mates came 
together again under the united Ashy Redback banner and 
the coaching of a jet-lagged 'Radiant' Rod Martin, straight out 
of Emirates business class after a three week work junket 
travelling the world. The new outfit struggled to adjust early 
in the piece before a superb snap from Joel 'Mopsy' 
McMahen recorded Ashy's first major. Angus 'the Duke' 
Dixon was a driving presence in the ruck and his work was 
well converted by Ronan 'GST' Smythe (that extra 10%) and 
Harry 'Houdini' Bowen (so fast he disappears without trace) 
on the wing. But the strong opening collapsed just before the 
first break as the visitors kicked four quick goals, including a 
blinder from Ashy Redback Ben 'Whisky' McLisky (it rhymes) 
that led the Citz coach to offer him a meat pie after the 
game. From quarter-time, things unravelled for our new 
heroes. The Citz clicked into gear and were only denied by 
some inaccuracy; strong defence from the Hammer Hamish 
Toohey; Tom 'Wish' Wilson; and one of the great solo efforts 
in recent junior footy from 'Hollywood' Harrison Haintz (looks 
a million bucks, like his Dad). Haintz was everywhere in 
defence; marking; tackling and contesting as the Citz 
onslaught poured on through the second half. By the end it 
was a comprehensive mauling by a well-drilled outfit. The 
new Green team could at least celebrate non-stop effort and 
a rousing goal in the last from McLisky, ironically the Citz's 
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scorer in the first. Ashy 1.0; 2.0; 2.0; 3.1 (19); Haw Citz 5.1; 
8.7; 10.10; 13.15 (93). 
Q3: Best players 
Haintz (BOG); Mashni; Dixon; McLisky (both sides); Smythe; 
Bowen; Martin 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
McMahen 1.0; Proposch 1.0; McLisky 1.0; Robertson 0.1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Cam Proposch Q2; dished off to Billy 'the Butcher' Branagan 
at half forward; a one-two play; Proposch ducked back inside 
and nailed a right side banana on the run. 
Q6: Play of the day 

Gentle Giant Jimmy Mashni Q3; stood defiant against a Citz 
attack, all alone at CHB; contested, collected, passed off to 
Joel 'Buster' Bennett and then shepherded Henry 'IXL' 
Jones. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Tom 'Wish' Wilson Q2 at full back; with a pack of five players 
heading for him; held his ground and stood firm. 
Q8: Top team player 
The Ashy Redbacks committee for making such a huge effort 
to sort out our teams; very long nights; and all with the best 
intention to look after our boys. Well done to all. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)Mark Branagan
•  

	  

Ashy 59 def Bulleen 29 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
What great weather for footy we had on Sunday backed up 
by a great game played by all the girls with an even better 
result. I must say it was a little hard for lou, Natt and me at 
the start of the game as they bounced the ball the coach of 
Bulleen came over to me informing me we need to take off 3 
players as they were short. However, in true Ashy Redbacks 
spirit, 3 of our girls from the interchange said they would play 
for them. I want to thank all the girls that ended up playing a 
quarter or more with Bulleen you showed brilliant 
sportsmanship we are all very proud of you. A special shout 
out to Laura # 3 for kicking a goal for them you are a star. As 
normal our games are never short of highlights, we play a 
solid attacking game, our defence let us down a little in the 
2nd quarter however after our halftime talk all they girls got 
back on track attacking and defending hard. Congratulations 
to Sophie Z # 4 on kicking her first goal, and to Sophie P # 
10 for kicking her first goal and for playing an unbelievable 
attacking and defensive game just fantastic. Also, a big call 
out to Jasmine #2 on kicking 3 goals and to Georgie # 14 on 
kicking 3 goals great work. Elli #7 had a great goal however 
it was not allowed, still, a fantastic kick and to Rosie # 13 on 
hitting the centre post, I think the post are still wobbling is 
was a cracker of a kick. Lots of great marks taken and some 

fantastic tackling Rosie, Alannah, Amy, Lucy and Jennifer 
defended very good Orla, Georgie, Elizabeth, Laura, and 
Katie all worked well in forwards. Sophie Z and Lucey P did 
great work in the ruck as did our rovers Ellie and Sophie P. 
Ginger, Abi, Ella, Ava and Izzy all did great work in the 
position they played throughout the game. Jasmine worked 
her magic as our centre-half back and Abby V showed how 
fast she is in the centre and was all over the field. 
Q3: Best players 
Sophie P # 10, Jennifer # 26, Abby # 58, Jasmine #2 
Georgie #14 Rosie # 13 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Sophie P # 10, Georgie #14, Jasmine # 2 Sophie Z # 4 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Sophie P # 10, 
Q6: Play of the day 
Sophie P # 10 in taking a great hand ball from Abby # 58 the 
kicking a goal. these 2 played off each other all game. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Jennifer # 26 
Q8: Top team player 
Sophie P # 10 - she just had a brilliant game 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Kew Comets 28 def Ashy 23 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Our boys were up against the undefeated Hawthorn Citz this 
week. In a titanic battle that saw so many first half lead 
changes, both teams came in at half time locked together. In 
the third term Hawthorn had larger part of the play to lead us 
at 3/4 time by 7pts. The game was a real last man standing 
battle with the tackling, pressure and speed of the game 
making it a typical high class U13 clash. With just minutes 
left we nailed a goal to put the team ahead for the first time in 
the second half, but sadly with seconds remaining our 
opposition hit back to win by 5 pts. We were proud of the 
boys efforts and contributions across the ground .The 
development of most of the boys is a credit to alot of hard 
work they have been putting in away from the training track, 
although we have some that can work harder to achieve their 
goals . With our players understanding the adjustments and 

lift in intensity they need to make at this very high level we 
look forward to every game that is ahead of us this season. 
Q3: Best players 
MJ, Connor , Bell, Hine , Gus, Petracca Jessen, Miller, 
Haylock, Groves, Davies. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Groves, Temmhoff, Perry 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Groves 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
MJ., take your pic, so many. 
Q8: Top team player 
Wolters, Baker 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  
Surrey Park 41 def Ashy 28 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
We travelled to Bennetswood to play Surrey Park for the 
second time in 3 weeks. We found their team to be a lot taller 
than it was last time and it became quite apparent that they 
had a number of players that had come back from last year. 
We kicked in to the wind and while the game was scrappy, 
the defence in Prior, Serpell, Khan, Anderson, Politis and 
Irwin (having his best game) stood up beautifully to find that 
after Walker snapped a great goal close to the siren the 
scores were level. The second quarter with the wind wasn’t 
as easy as we thought. The game was still scrappy and while 
Georglin, Walker, Torey, McConchie, O’Leary and Mounas 
were getting on top in the middle, we found it hard to 
convert. Byrne Jones, Boothey (having a great game) Hribar, 
Bohan, Moffat, Wyld, Robertson and McLean were all doing 
well but we just couldn’t get that last kick right. That said, we 
went in to half time with a comfortable 8 point lead. What we 
have been finding is that if we have a lapse, the opposition 
capitalises and unfortunately we were just a little bit off in the 
third quarter. We let their runners run and we were a little off 
defensively which you cannot afford to do. The backline was 
doing a great job, led by Irwin, but they couldn’t stop 
everything and we saw our 8 point lead turn in to a 12 point 
deficit. The last quarter went the same way as the first half. 

Very scrappy but when Smith took a strong mark and played 
on (why) and goaled after a great kick to the top of the 
square we found ourselves only down by a goal but 
unfortunately that was enough of a buffer and we couldn’t 
get any closer. Bad luck guys, well fought out 
Q3: Best players 
H. Mounas, L. Irwin, P. Bohan, C. Serpell, S. Moffat, H. 
Boothey 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
A. Walker, P. Bohan, H. Boothey, W. Smith 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Harrison Boothey 
Q6: Play of the day 
Beautiful team play bringing the ball down the ground to Will 
Smith at the top of the square 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Peter Bohan 
Q8: Top team player 
Lachie Irwin 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Macleod 35 def Ashy 31 
	  

	  
 
Camberwell 79 def Ashy 47 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
A much better effort from the boys against a team that was of 
similar standard (unlike the machines we had played 
previously). We hung in there but ran out of gas in the last 
quarter. A slow first quarter cost us so a bit to learn from that! 
Q3: Best players 
Hill, Eddie, Tom, Brown 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Goals- 3 x Ed, 1 x Browne, 1x Tricia, 1 x Petch, 1 x Meachy. 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Eddie from the boundary line...wow! 
Q6: Play of the day 
Tommy....all day. Just super! 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Jake backing into a pack in the backline. Very tough thing to 
do. 
Q8: Top team player 
Hilly....massive game from him. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  

	  

Kew Comets 153 def Ashy 2 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Expected a tough encounter and was not disappointed. Kew 
Comets skills and how they played the game demonstrated 
the benchmark for this section. Very proud of our young 
ladies who tried hard and kept smiling, but were outclassed 
on the day. Loss 2:153. 
Q3: Best players 
Impressed across the board by the spirit and effort, but 
stand-outs by Anna, Jacquie, Jemma, Erin, Aleisha, & Bella 
to name a few. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Sadly, no goals. 

 
Q6: Play of the day 
Great marks by Anna who then drove the ball up to Aleisha 
to try and put some pressure on THEIR back line. Not once 
but twice - though I think the second was relieving pressure 
in our defence. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Great defensive mark by Erin on the goal line backing up and 
using the post to stop going backwards. Its still wobbling! 
Q8: Top team player 
Pia - thanks for helping out as Assistant Coach! 
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Q9: Completed byOther	  (Acting)	  Coach	  (really	  the	  Asst	   Coach) 
	  

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy 15.12.102, Surrey Park 5.2.32 A really good 4 quarter 
performance by the boys on the day Jack Francis celebrated 
100 games. Using run and carry and linking together 
brilliantly with handball, the team created many opportunities 
and had nine separate goal kickers on this occasion. The 
confidence levels of the boys clearly lifted the further the 
game went, while the defence was as tight as ever. No doubt 
the boys are understanding the game plan and executing 
better with every game. 
Q3: Best players 
Jack F, Quinn S, Keegan, Luke A, Hayden, Will, Darcy O, 
Kieran, Pat. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Hayden 3, Quinn S 3, Kyle 2, Kieran 2, Pat M 1, Jack P 1, 
Jacob 1, Luke A, Jack W 1. 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Jacob- kicked a long set shot allowed for the breeze, nice 
finish after a nice pass from Jack W. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Great use of handball then switching between Keegan, 
Quinn and Jack F in his 100th to set up a goal for Jack W 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Kieran's grab in 1st quarter, went hard at the footy to grab a 
contested ball. 
Q8: Top team player 
Will. Took on ruck role, took on advice, competed hard, had 
an impact. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Team Manager 

	  

	  
 
Ashy 99 def Boroondara Hawks 30 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Our return to Division one was very successful as we spent 4 
weeks in the lower division thrashing other teams. A slow 
start as the boys were feeling their way again but by half time 
they realised they were the better side and better drilled, 
against the wind scored 5 goals to zero as the undisciplined 
Boroondara had no answer to our slick play. The boys 
played unselfish football for 3 quarters and to keep winning 
at this level need to extend this to 4, something to work on. 
Q3: Best players 

Team effort 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Karl Worner 4 Ryan Valentine 2 Sam Dinneen 2 Josh Hill1 
Oscar Buckley 1 Brayden Fleming 1 Dylan Thomas 1 Callum 
Ross 1 Fraser Rosman 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Fraser Rosman 50 meter Kick 
Q8: Top team player 
George Bacolas 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
We played Beverley Hills in a GF replay and it wasn't a one 
way race as it was last year. New ground for the girls and the 
opposition new how to play to the advantages. They kicked 
the first 2 goals and then ASHY began to take control and by 
quarter time Beverley Hills led 2.2 to 2points. 2nd and 3rd 
quarters Ashy started to hit the score board but constant 
hard tackling from the opposition wasn't making life easy for 
the girls. Kicking a quick goal in the last quarter put us 
14points ahead but to Beverley Hills credit they surged again 
and went down by 7points. Final Scores Ashy 5.8 to BH 5.1 
Q3: Best players 
Margie Purcell Alex Bland Georgia Wyett Amy Allen Xavian 
Scott Alicia McKertish Hannah Foldi Sally Gillieron 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Alisha McKertish 2 Margie Purcell 1 Georgia Wyett 1 And a 
Mystery Player kicked 1. And Also a special mention to 
SARAH BELLAMY who kicked 7 goals last week. Was a 
spelling mistake on my behalf. Sorry SARAH MAC 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Margie Purcell possibly goal of the Year. Ran, side stepped, 
tight angle wrong side for a right footer. And put it through 
the middle. 

Q6: Play of the day 
Amy Allen Training the girls to switch the ball and not kick to 
a contest all the time. She marked the ball assessed the 
situation and switched the ball to a loose player in Alex in the 
centre. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Alex Bland take your pick she marked about 10 balls over 
her head in the back line. 
Q8: Top team player 
Hannah Foldi for just gaining more confidence every week 
gathering the ball and kicking on the run. Also Steph Cooper 
who mopped up a lot of loose balls in defence but was 
constantly tackled hard as the opposition remembered how 
she ran off in finals last year. Also Georgia Wyett the crowd 
was giving her a bit of stick as she was constantly targeted 
due to her B.O.G in last years GF. She kept on going hard at 
the ball and didn't drop her head. WELL DONE TO ALL THE 
GIRLS AGAIN 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
The Colts 2's had a really good win this week, coming fresh 
of the bye the boys jumped Preston in the first half climbing 
out to a 4 goal lead by half time. Some inaccurate kicking 
and complacency let Preston get back in it and going into the 
final term only two goals seperated the two teams. A strong 
final term saw the boys blow it out to a 5 goal win thanks to 
some great leadership and discipline from the boys in that 
final term. 10, 16 - 76. 8, 3 - 51 
Q3: Best players 
Harry Attard Jon Bartels Jono Florentzou Lachie Stoll Max 
Ramm 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Jono Florentzou 3 Cooper McNamara 2 Riley Harrick 2 
Jackson Eyres 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Cooper McNamara with a classic dribble kick from the 
boundary that split the big ones 
Q6: Play of the day 
Harry Attard with three bounces straight through the guts 
then hitting the skipper on the chest with a lovely spot. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Reilly Harrick with two lovely marks on the lead within 5 
minutes of each other 
Q8: Top team player 
James Ritchie with a Tom Mitchell like performance, 
accumulating 40 touches with ease 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Macleod 69 def Ashy 62 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
With the first four games not going our way it saw us move 
down to Division 2 and as a result travelling out Macleod for 
our first game in the new comp. With the toss being won by 
us and having the breeze in the first quarter the boys were 
able to use the ball well and get a lead of 4 goals to 1 at the 
first change. A lapse in the last few minutes of the second 
costing us 3 goals saw the game even at the major break but 
some really good signs were shown with the boys playing the 
way they were instructed and consistently backing their 
skills. An even 3rd quarter saw us with a one goal lead as 
the wind started to die down by the end of the third and the 
boys were able to start the fourth full of run and eventually 
seeing themselves up by 3 goals early in the fourth. Macleod 
were always going to come and they were peppering the 
goals all quarter. Unfortunately through a spectacular pack 
mark late in the quarter Macleod were able to hit the front 
and with the boys trying their hardest to get the ball up the 
other end of the ground we were unable to trouble the 
scorers and eventually it resulted in a 7 point loss. Overall it 
is obviously disappointing to lose but the boys were 
outstanding all day and they continued to play the right brand 
of football all the way until the very end. Next week is 
another opportunity and I am looking forward to seeing what 
we can deliver. 
Q3: Best players 
Oliver Karvellas Pont Blizzard White Augerinos 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Augerinos x 4 Ritson x 1 Blizzard x 1 Livens x 1 Briggs x 1 
Goff x 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 

With the ball about 50 out from our goal in the first quarter 
Harry Livens tried to take the game on and get it into the 
forward line quickly but was under pressure. With the ball 
spilling out in that contest Harry followed up with a great 
second effort to tackle the Macleod player resulting in 
holding the ball. He then went back and slotted the set shot 
from 35 out on a slight angle to put us up 4 goals to 1 at the 
first break 
Q6: Play of the day 
With the ball up for dispute in the middle of the ground 
Blizzard was able to get his hands above his head after 
gathering the ball to continue it moving our way. The ensuing 
5 efforts to lay two tackles and put pressure on the 
opposition resulting in a foray forward leading to a stoppage 
inside our 50 showed the effort required for us to be playing 
at a competitive level all year 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
With two of Macleod's players lining up on the half forward 
line and moving the ball forward well Tom Oliver came 10 
meters off his man to rise up and clunk a fantastic grab over 
both Macleod players. He didn't stop there however by 
immediately playing on and moving the ball forward well by 
foot. 
Q8: Top team player 
Lachie Pont in his 100th game was asked to step and nullify 
the other teams best player who was giving them all of the 
run out of the half back line and by doing this we were able 
to get on top moving forward. While Lachie may not have 
had 40 touches his role allowed the team to succeed 
throughout the day leading to us almost getting over the line. 
Q9: Completed byCoach 

	  

	  

Our Youth Girls had a BYE this week so they enjoyed a get  
together at their Team Manager’s house instead – nice! 
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Physioworks Health Group supporting the Ashy Redbacks in 2017. 

As part of the ongoing support of the Ashy Redbacks, the team at Physioworks Health Group recently held an education session 
for coaches/trainers/parents to ensure all teams are well prepared to manage player injuries during season. The session focussed 
on player injury prevention, treatment & management. 
 
Physioworks Health Group Director David Francis said “We love to see the boys and girls participating in & enjoying their 
junior footy at the Redbacks. By sharing our expertise in player welfare & injury management we trust we are assisting all at the 
Redbacks to have an enjoyable, successful and healthy season”.  
 

     
 
Located at 518 Camberwell Rd, Camberwell, the team at Physioworks Camberwell, headed by David Francis & 
Andrew Dalwood, provide a range of specialised services: 

x Sports Physiotherapy  
x Specialist Musculoskeletal Physiotherapy 
x Paediatric Physiotherapy 
x Remedial Sports Massage Therapy; Clinical Pilates & Exercise Physiology   
x Conditioning Programs, Weightlifting Programs, Running Technique and Analysis Training 
x Second Opinions 

David Francis is Head Physiotherapist at the Collingwood Football Club, & his two son’s Jack and Nick are again playing 
with their mates for the Ashy Redbacks in 2017. 

Physioworks Health Group Camberwell also provide financial support to the club including:  

x Sponsor of Girls Footy at the Ashy Redbacks 
x Team Sponsor of the Under 15 Boys Green 
x Discounted Sports Squad rate for all registered club players & staff for each Physioworks treatment at the clinic. 

So when you have an injury concern, please make a call on 98896611 to book a treatment consultation and let us 
know that you are a “Redback”; or email camberwell@physioworksvic.com.au 


